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U Ž .nonzero nonunit of R and let R denote the x -adic completion of R. Suppose I
U Ž . Ž U .is an ideal of R with the property p l R s 0 for each p g Ass R rI . Theorem.
Ž U . Ž U .The embedding R ¤ R rI is flat if and only if A [ L l R rI is Noetherianx
w xand is realizable as a localization of a subring of R s R 1rx . We present severalx
examples where this flatness condition holds; one of these examples is a local
Noetherian domain that is not universally catenary, but has geometrically regular
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let k be a field and let Lrk be a finitely generated field extension.
What are the local Noetherian domains A between k and L such that A
has fraction field L and such that Arn s k, where n is the maximal ideal
of A, i.e., k is a coefficient field for A?
Ž .Given such a local Noetherian domain A, n , one can easily find a local
Ž .Noetherian domain R, m such that
Ž .1 R contains k and has fraction field L,
Ž .2 A dominates R and m A s n,
Ž .3 R is essentially finitely generated over k.
There is then a relationship between R and A that may be realized by
passing to completions; the inclusion map R ¤ A extends to a surjection
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãf : R “ A of the m-adic completion R of R onto the n-adic completion A
Ã Ãw x Ž . Ž .of A M1, Theorem 8.4, p. 58 . If I s ker f , then L embeds in Q RrI ,
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .the total quotient ring of RrI and A s L l RrI . See diagram below.
Thus every A is realizable as the intersection of L with a homomorphic
Ãimage of R, where R is essentially finitely generated over k. This yields a
``poor man's'' classification of the local Noetherian domains A with the
ÃŽ .stated properties. However, it is not true in general for P g Spec R with
ÃŽ . Ž . w xP l R s 0 , that L l RrP is Noetherian HRW2, Sect. 4 . The classifi-
Ãcation would be more satisfying if one could identify the ideals I of R such
ÃŽ .that L l RrI is Noetherian.
The following commutative diagram, where the vertical maps are injec-
tions, displays the relationships among these rings:
ÃfÃ 6 6R .Ã Ã ÃŽ .RrI ( A Q RrI6 6 6
: 6 6 6ÃŽ .Rk A [ L l RrI L
Conversely, starting with a Noetherian local domain R that is essentially
finitely generated over a field k and has fraction field L, intersection
ÃŽ .domains of the form L l RrI have provided valuable examples of local
w xNoetherian domains. This technique is used in Akizuki's work A , in
w xNagata's famous example N1; N2, Example 7, p. 209 , and in other work
w xsuch as BR1, BR2, H1, O1, O2, R1, R2, W . All known examples of local
Noetherian domains of finite transcendence degree over a coefficient field
may be realized in this way.
In order to give a more precise criterion for the intersection domain to
be Notherian, we restrict our focus to a completion RU of R with respect
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to a nonzero nonunit x of R. This sometimes permits an explicit descrip-
tion of the intersection. Assume that I is an ideal of RU with the property
Ž . Ž U . Uthat p l R s 0 for each p g Ass R rI . Then R “ R rI is an injection
and regular1 elements of R are still regular when considered in RUrI.
Thus we have an injection of the fraction field L of R into the total
quotient ring of RUrI.
In this article we prove the following theorem.
MAIN THEOREM. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain with fraction
U Ž .field L. Let x be a nonzero nonunit of R and let R denote the x -adic
U Ž .completion of R. Suppose I is an ideal of R with the property that p l R s 0
Ž U . Ž U .for each p g Ass R rI . Then R “ R rI is flat if and only if A [ L lx
Ž U .R rI is Noetherian and is realizable as a localization of a subring of
w xR s R 1rx .x
Ž U . Ž U .w xIn the statement of the main theorem, R rI s R rI 1rx is thex
localization of RUrI at the multiplicative system generated by x, and the
Ž U . Uintersection L l R rI is taken inside the total quotient ring of R rI.
The main theorem is included in the statement of Theorem 3.2, which is
Ž .formulated using the notation developed in 2.1 .
w xIn our earlier papers HRW2, HRW3 , we investigate a special case of
this construction and show in that case that a flatness property related to
the flatness in the main theorem guarantees not only that A is Noethe-
rian, but also that A is computable as a localization of a directed union of
polynomial extension rings.
In our present setting, we also approach A using a sequence of ``compu-
table rings'' over R, but here these computable rings are not polynomial
rings over R; instead they are finitely generated birational extensions
within the fraction field of R. Nevertheless, as we explain below, this
situation generalizes the previous case.
The intersection E used in our earlier papers is E [ SU l K, where SU
is an ideal-adic completion of a Noetherian domain S and K is a field
between the fraction field of S and the total quotient ring of SU. The
Žsituation considered here where we examine the intersection A of a
homomorphic image of an ideal-adic completion RU of the domain R with
.the fraction field of R , is a generalization of the earlier version. To see
this, let S be a Noetherian domain, let a be a nonzero nonunit of S, let F
U Ž .be the fraction field of S, and let S be the a -adic completion of S. Let
t , . . . , t be indeterminates over S and let t , . . . , t be elements of aSU1 s 1 s
which are algebraically independent over F. The previous papers featured
Ž . Uthe intersection domain E [ F t , . . . , t l S . If we set R [1 s
1 By a regular element we mean an element that is not a zero divisor.
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w x Ž . US t , . . . , t , set x s a, and let I denote the ideal t y t , . . . , t y t R ,1 s 1 1 s s
Ž . Ž U .then A [ F t , . . . , t l R rI is canonically isomorphic to E, as is seen1 s
in the following commutative diagram:
6 U 6 Uw x Ž . Ž .R [ S t , . . . , t A [ F t , . . . , t l R rI R rI1 s 1 s
6
6
l l l 1.1Ž .6
U U6 6 6w x Ž .S S t , . . . , t E [ F t , . . . , t l S S ,1 s 1 s
where l is the S-isomorphism sending t “ t for each i s 1, . . . , s.i i
Many of the classical examples of interesting Noetherian local domains
can be obtained with this construction of E inside a completion of a
regular local domain. That construction, however, is not sufficient to
obtain certain other types of rings, such as Ogoma's celebrated example of
a normal non-catenary Noetherian domain, which requires that the ring is
not the homomorphic image of a regular local ring. Ogoma's example can
be realized as an intersection of an intermediate field with the homomor-
phic image of a completion as described here. It is a directed union,
similar to the directed union constructed in Section 2, but in contrast to
the present situation, the Ogoma example is not a localization of a subring
w xof R 1rx .
In Section 2 we give notation and background while in Section 3 we
prove the main theorem stated above. The proof of our main theorem
w xgives a new proof of Theorem 2.12 of HRW2 as well as Theorem 1.1 of
w xHRW3 . In Section 4 we present several examples where the flatness
condition of our main theorem holds. Then in Section 5 we investigate
special properties of A such as having geometrically regular formal fibers
and prove that Example 4.5 provides an example of a local Noetherian
domain that is not universally catenary, but has geometrically regular
formal fibers. The more general construction described in the present
article}taking a homomorphic image of a completion}permits the con-
struction of such examples, whereas they cannot be obtained using the
w xtechniques of our earlier papers, such as HRW2 .
2. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND
Ž .2.1 Notation. All rings we consider are assumed to be commutative
with identity. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain with field of
fractions K, let x g R be a nonzero nonunit, and let RU denote the
Ž . Ux -adic completion of R. Suppose also that I is an ideal of R with the
Ž . Ž U .property that p l R s 0 for each p g Ass R rI . Let I [
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Ž . U ‘ js , . . . , s R , where each s [ Ý a x , and the a g R. We define1 t i js0 i j i j
s , the nth frontpiece for s to bein i
n
j ns [ a x rx .Ž .Ýin i j
js0
Note. As an element of the total quotient ring of RUrI, the frontpiece
w Ž .xs is the negative of the nth endpiece of s defined in HRW2, 2.1 , thatin i
is,
‘ ‘
j n jynys s a x rx s a x mod I .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýin i j i j
jsnq1 jsnq1
Ž U .It follows that s g K l R rI .in
Proof of Note. Let p denote the natural projection from RU to RUrI.
Then
‘ ‘
n j n js s x s q a x « x s s s y a xÝ Ýi in i j in i i j
jsnq1 jsnq1
‘
n j« p x s s p s y p a xŽ .Ž . Ýin i i jž /
jsnq1
‘
n n jyn« x p s s yx p a xŽ . Ýin i jž /
jsnq1
g x np RU s x n RUrI .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž ‘ jyn.Thus p s s yp Ý a x , as desired.in jsnq1 i j
We define
w xU [ R s , . . . , s , andn 1n tn
y1 w xB [ 1 q xU R s , . . . , s ,Ž . Ž .s , . . . , sn n 1n tn 1 n t n
where these rings are considered to be subrings of RUrI.
Now s s yxa q xs , and so U : U and B : B . Setin i, nq1 i, nq1 n nq1 n nq1
y1‘ ‘U [ D U , B [ D B s 1 q xU U, andŽ .ns1 n ns1 n
A [ K l RUrI .Ž .
Again all these rings are considered as subrings of RUrI.
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Ž . Ž Ž . .2.2 Remark cf. 2.5.1 below . The definitions of B and U are
independent of
Ž .1 the choice of generators for I, and
Ž .2 the representation of the generators s of I as power series in x.i
Ž .Now that we have the notation of 2.1 , we describe the earlier and
Ž U .present results more precisely. Suppose that R ¤ R rI is flat. Wex
show in our main theorem of this article that B s A and U, B, and A are
w xNoetherian. This generalizes the results of HRW2, HRW3 where with
the more restrictive setting of an intersection with an intermediate field as
Ž .displayed in Diagram 1.1 , we prove that this type of flatness hypothesis
implies the analogous rings are Noetherian and computable.
Ž .The following general lemma is used in 2.4 to establish more detailed
Ž .descriptions for our setting; the hypotheses of 2.3 are often satisfied if T
Ž .is the x -adic completion of S.
Ž .2.3 LEMMA. Let S be a subring of a ring T and let x g S be a regular
element of both S and T. Assume that xS s xT l S and SrxS s TrxT. Then
Ž . n n n n1 For each positi¤e integer n, x S s x T l S, Srx S s Trx T and
T s S q x nT.
Ž . Ž .2 The rings S and T ha¤e the same x -adic completion.
Ž . 23 S s S l T and T s S q T.x x x
Ž . n n Ž ny1 .Proof. To see 1 , observe that x T l S s x T l xS s x x T l S ,
so the equality x ny1S s x ny1T l S implies the equality x nS s x nT l S.
Ž .Moreover SrxS s TrxT implies T s S q xT s S q x S q xT s ??? s S
n n n Ž .q x T , so Srx S s Trx T for every n g N. It is now clear that 2 holds.
Ž . nTo see the first equality of 3 , let srx g S l T with s g S and n G 0.x
Then s g x nT l S s x nS and therefore srx n g S. To see the second
Ž . n Ž .equality of 3 , let trx g T with t g T and n G 0. Then by 1 , t s s qx
n n nx t for some s g S and t g T. Therefore trx s srx q t .1 1 1
Ž . Ž .2.4 PROPOSITION. With the notation of 2.1 , we ha¤e
Ž . n1 For each positi¤e integer n, the ideals of R containing x are in
one-to-one correspondence with the ideals of RU containing x n, in particular,
Ž . U Ž . U Ž . U Ž . UI, x R s a , . . . , a , x R and I, x R l R s a , . . . , a , x R l10 t 0 10 t0
Ž .R s a , . . . , a , x R.10 t0
Ž . U2 Under the identification of R as a subring of R rI, the ideal
Ž . Ž U .a , . . . , a , x R is also equal to x R rI l R.10 t0
Ž . Ž U . Ž U . Ž U .3 x R rI l A s xA, x R rI l U s xU, x R rI l B s xB.
2 These two conditions are equivalent to xS s xT l S and SrxS s TrxT.
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Ž . n n n U ŽŽ n. .4 Urx U s Brx B s Arx A s R r x q I . All the rings,
Ž . U U U UA, U, B ha¤e the same x -adic completion, that is, A s U s B s R rI.
Ž .5 R s U , U s R l B s R l A and the fraction fields of R, U,x x x x
B, and A are all equal to K.
Ž . nProof. The first assertion of 1 follows from the fact that Rrx R is
U n U Ž .canonically isomorphic to R rx R . For the remaining assertions of 1 ,
observe that each s is contained in the ideal of RU generated by x and itsi
‘ jy1 Ž . Uconstant term a ; each a s s y xÝ a x g I, x R l R. If g si0 i0 i js1 i j
t Ž . U UÝ s b q xt g I, x R l R, where t , b g R , then write each b s bis1 i i i i i
q xb X, where b g R, b X g RU. Thus g y Ýt a b g xRU l R s xR, andi i i is1 i0 i
Ž .so g g a , . . . , a , x R.10 t0
Ž . Ž U . Ž . U Ž .For part 2 , since x R rI s x, I R rI, we have a , . . . , a , x R :10 t0
Ž U . Ž . U Žx R rI l R. The reverse inclusion follows from I, x R s a , . . . ,10
. Ua , x R .t0
Ž .The first assertion of part 3 follows from the definition of A as
Ž U . Ž U . Ž U .R rI l K. To see that x R rI l U : xU, let g g x R rI l U. Then
Žg g U , for some n, implies g s r q g , where r g R, g g s , . . . ,n 0 0 0 0 1n
. Ž U .s U . Also s s yxa q xs , and so g g xU : x R rI .t n n in i, nq1 i, nq1 0 nq1
Ž . U Ž . U Ž . ŽNow r g x, s , . . . , s R s I, x R . Thus by 1 , r g a , . . . , a ,0 1 t 0 10 t0
. ‘ jy1x R. Also each a s s y xÝ a x g xU because a s xs y xa .i0 i js1 i j i0 i1 i1
Ž .y1Thus r g xU, as desired. Since B s 1 q xU U, the result also fol-0
lows for B.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now part 4 follows from 3 and 2.3 .
Ž .For 5 , first again if g g U, then g g U , for some n. But clearly eachn
Ž .s g R , so g g R . To see that U s R l B, use 2.3 with S s U,in x x x
B s T , and similarly for R l A. Clearly the fraction fields all equal K.x
Ž . Ž .2.5 Remark. We note the following implications from 2.4 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž U .1 From part 5 of 2.4 , it follows that the rings U s R l R rIx
Ž .y1and B s 1 q xU U are uniquely determined by x and the ideal I of
RU.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 From part 4 of 2.4 and the fact that x is in the Jacobson
radical of B, it follows that if b g B is a unit of A, then b is already a unit
of B.
3. FLATNESS AND THE NOETHERIAN PROPERTY
In order to prove the Main Theorem, we use the following lemma.
Ž .3.1 LEMMA. Let S be a subring of a ring T and let x g S be a regular
element of both S and T. Assume that xS s xT l S and SrxS s TrxT. Then
Ž .1 T is flat o¤er S m T is flat o¤er S.x
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Ž . Ž .y12 If T is Noetherian and T is flat o¤er S, then C [ 1 q xS S is
Noetherian.
Ž .3 If T and S are both Noetherian and T is flat o¤er S, then S isx
Noetherian.
Ž .Proof. For 1 , it is clear that T flat over S implies T is flat over S. Forx
Ž Ž ..the converse, consider the exact sequence using 2.3.3
ba
0 “ S s S l T “ S [ T “ T s S q T “ 0,x x x x
Ž . Ž . Ž .where a b s b, yb for all b g S and b c, d s c q d for all c g S , dx
g T. Since the two end terms are flat S-modules, the middle term S [ Tx
is also S-flat. Therefore the direct summand T is S-flat.
Ž .y1 Ž .y1Since S “ T is flat, the embedding C s 1 q xS S “ 1 q xS T [
D is flat. Since x is in the Jacobson radical of C and CrxC s SrxS s
TrxT s DrxD, each maximal ideal of C is contained in a maximal ideal of
D, so D is faithfully flat over C. Therefore T is Noetherian implies D is
Ž .Noetherian which implies C is Noetherian establishing 2 .
Ž . Ž .For 3 , let J be an ideal of S. Since C is Noetherian by part 2 and Sx
is Noetherian, there exists a finitely generated ideal J : J such that0
J S s JS and J C s JC. To show J s J, it suffices to show for each0 x x 0 0
maximal ideal M of S that J S s JS . If x f M, then S : S , so0 M M x M
J S s JS , while if x g M, then C : S , so JCS s J S . Therefore0 M M M M 0 M
J s J is finitely generated. It follows that S is Noetherian.0
With these preliminaries established, we now state and prove the main
theorem.
Ž . Ž .3.2 THEOREM. Assume the setting of 2.1 . Then these statements are
equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž U .1 R ¤ R rI is flat.x
Ž .2 B is Notherian.
Ž . Ž U .3 A [ K l R rI is Noetherian and A s B.
Ž .4 U is Noetherian.
Ž . w x5 A is Noetherian and is a localization of a subring of R 1rx .
Ž . Ž . Ž U .Proof. For 1 « 2 , if R ¤ R rI is flat, by factoring throughx
Ž U . Ž U . Ž U .U s R ¤ R rI , we see that U ¤ R rI and B ¤ R rI are flat.x x x x x
Ž . UBy 3.1.2 where we let S s U and T s R rI, B is Noetherian.
Ž . Ž . U UFor 2 « 3 , if B is Noetherian, then B s R rI is faithfully flat over
B which implies B s A.
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Ž . Ž .For 3 « 4 , the composite embedding
U ¤ B s A ¤ BU s AU s RUrI
is flat because B is a localization of U and A is Noetherian, so AU is
Ž . Ž .faithfully flat over A. Thus by 3.1.1 and 3.1.3 , where again we let S s U
and T s RUrI, so that S s U s R is Noetherian, we see U is Noethe-x x x
rian.
If U is Noetherian, then the localization B of U is Noetherian, so
w x Ž . Ž .B s A is a localization of U, a subring of R 1rx , so 4 « 5 .
Ž . Ž .For 5 « 1 , since A is a localization of a subring D of R , we writex
A [ Gy1D, where G is a multiplicatively closed subset of D. Now R :
A s Gy1D : Gy1R s A and so A is a localization of R. Since A isx x x
U U Ž U .Noetherian, A ¤ A s R rI is flat. Thus A ¤ R rI is flat. It followsx x
UŽ .that R ¤ R rI is flat.x
Ž .3.3 Remark. With R, I, and x as in Theorem 3.2
Ž .1 There are examples where A is Noetherian and yet B / A, so B
w xis non-Noetherian HRW1, Example 2.1 .
Ž . w2 There are examples where A s B is non-Noetherian HRW2,
xTheorem 4.4 .
Ž .3 A necessary and sufficient condition that A s B is that A is a
Ž .localization of R l A. For by 2.4.5 , R l A s U and by definitionx x
Ž .y1B s 1 q xU U so the condition is sufficient. On the other hand, if
y1 Ž . y1A s G U, then by 2.5.2 , each y g G is a unit of B, so G U : B and
A s B.
In order to extend the range of applications of Theorem 3.2, we observe
the following transfer property on flatness.
Ž . Ž .3.4 PROPOSITION. Assume the setting of 2.1 and also assume that I is
U Ž U .generated by a regular sequence of R . If R ¤ R rI is flat, then for eachx
Ž U n.n g N and P g Ass R rI we ha¤e
Ž . Ž .1 P l R s 0 ,
Ž . U n2 R canonically embeds in R rI , and
Ž . Ž U n.3 R ¤ R rI is flat.x
Ž . UProof. Let I s s , . . . , s R where s , . . . , s is a regular sequence1 r 1 r
U win R . Then the sequence s , . . . , s is quasi-regular in the sense of M1,1 r
x n nq1 UTheorem 16.2, p. 125 . It follows that I rI is a free R rI-module for
each positive integer n. Consider the exact sequence
0 “ I nrI nq1 “ RUrI nq1 “ RUrI n “ 0.
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Ž U n. Ž .Proceeding by induction, we may assume P g Ass R rI « P l R s 0 .
Ž U nq1. Ž n nq1. Ž U n.Since Ass R rI : Ass I rI j Ass R rI , it follows that P g
Ž U nq1. Ž . U nAss R rI « P l R s 0 . Thus R canonically embeds in R rI for
each n g N.
Ž U n.That R ¤ R rI is flat for every n g N now follows by induction onx
n and the corresponding exact sequence
0 “ I nrI nq1 “ RUrI nq1 “ RUrI n “ 0.Ž .Ž . Ž . xx x
4. EXAMPLES WHERE FLATNESS HOLDS
In view of Theorem 3.2, it is natural to ask about the existence of ideals
Ž . U Ž U .I of an x -adic completion R such that R ¤ R rI is flat. Thex
following proposition gives a general construction of such example, and
shows that the dimension of U can be greater than the dimension of B.
w xOther examples are given in HRW2 .
Ž .4.1 PROPOSITION. Let k be a field and let r and s be nonnegati¤e
ww xx Ž .integers. Suppose t , . . . , t g xk x are algebraically independent o¤er k x1 s
and let y , . . . , y and t , . . . , t be additional indeterminates. Let R s1 r 1 s
w x U Ž .k x, y , . . . , y , t , . . . , t , let R be the x -adic completion of R, and let1 r 1 s
Ž . UI s t y t , . . . , t y t R . Then1 1 s s
Ž . Ž U .1 The canonical map a : R “ R rI is flat.x
Ž . Ž .2 With the notation of 2.1 , B s A is Noetherian of dimension r q 1
and is a localization of a polynomial ring in r ¤ariables o¤er a DVR.
Ž .3 B is a directed union of localizations of polynomial rings in r q s q 1
¤ariables o¤er k.
Ž .4 If k has characteristic zero, then B s A is excellent.
Ž . U UProof. The ideal I [ t y t , . . . , t y t R is a prime ideal of R1 1 s s
U w xww xxand R rI ( k y , . . . , y x . The fact that t , . . . , t are algebraically1 r 1 s
Ž . Ž . windependent over k x implies that I l R s 0 . By analogy with HRW2,
Ž .x 3 ww xx ŽŽ ..3.3 , since k x s k x is a field and the t are algebraically inde-x i
Ž . w x w xpendent over k x , the k x -algebra homomorphism c : k x, t , . . . , t “1 s
ww xx Ž .k x , where c t s t , is flat. Thusx i i
w x w x w x w xc m 1 : k x , t , . . . , t m k y , . . . , y “ k x m k y , . . . , ykw y , . . . , y x 1 s 1 r 1 rx1 r
3 Ž .See diagram 1.1 .
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ww xx w x ww xxw x Ž .is flat. Moreover, k x m k y , . . . , y ( k x y , . . . , y which has x -1 r 1 r
w xww xxadic completion k y , . . . , y x . Hence with the identifications of dia-1 r
Ž .gram 1.1 , the map a is the composition
w x w x w xk x , t , . . . , t , y , . . . , y “ k y , . . . , y xŽ .1 s 1 r 1 r x
w x w xk y , . . . , y , t , . . . , t x1 r 1 s( ,ž /t y t , . . . , t y tŽ .1 1 s s x
and is also flat.
ww xx ŽThus B s A is Noetherian by Theorem 3.2. Also V s k x l k x, t ,1
. w x. . . , t is a DVR and A is isomorphic to a localization of V y , . . . , y .s 1 r
Ž .Item 3 is clear by the definition of the rings B .n
If k has characteristic zero, then V and hence A is excellent.
Ž . Ž . Ž .4.2 Remark. The elements t y t , . . . , t y t as in 4.1 form a1 1 s s
U Ž . Uregular sequence in R . Hence with I s t y t , . . . , t y t R as in1 1 s s
Ž . Ž U n.4.1 , Proposition 3.4 implies that R ¤ R rI is flat for each positivex
Ž .integer n. Therefore the construction of 4.1 implies the existence for
every r, n g N of a local Noetherian domain A having dimension r q 1
Ž . U ny1 Ž .such that the x -adic completion A of A has nilradical n with n / 0 .
Ž .Here are some more specific examples of 4.1 .
Ž .4.3 EXAMPLES. Suppose k is a field, s is a positive integer, t , . . . , t , x1 s
 4 ww xxare indeterminates over k, and t , . . . , t : xk x is a set of algebraically1 s
Ž .independent elements over k x .
Ž . w x U Ž .1 Let R [ k t , . . . , t , x and let R denote the x -adic comple-1 s
Ž U .tion of R. Then R rI l K s A is the DVR obtained by localizing U at
the prime ideal xU. In this example R s U has dimension s q 1 and sox x
Ž . Ž U . Ž . Ž .dim U s s q 1, while dim R rI s dim A s dim B s 1.
Ž . Ž .2 A modification of Example 1 is to take R to be the s q 1 -
w xdimensional regular local domain k t , . . . , t , x . In this case1 s Ž t , . . . , t , x .1 s
U ww xxR s U has dimension s, while we still have R rI ( k x .x x
Ž . Ž .With R as in either 1 or 2 , the domains B constructed from R as inn
Ž . Ž . ww xx3.2 are s q 1 -dimensional regular local domains dominated by k x
Ž U .and having k as a coefficient field. In either case, since R rI is a field,x
Ž U .R ¤ R rI is flat, so by Theorem 3.2, one has a directed union ofx
Ž .s q 1 -dimensional regular local domains whose union B is Noetherian,
in fact a DVR.
Ž . Ž .3 With R defined as in 2 , assume that s G 3 and let J be the
Ž . U U w x ww xxideal t y t , . . . , t y t R . Then R ( k t , . . . , t x and2 2 s s 1 s Ž t , . . . , t .1 s
U w x ww xx Ž . Ž U . ww xxR rJ ( k t x . By 4.1.1 , R rJ is flat over R. If V s k x l1 Ž t . x1
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Ž . Ž U . w xk x, t , . . . , t , then V is a DVR and R rJ l K ( V t is a 2-di-2 s 1 Ž x, t .1
Ž .mensional regular local domain which is the directed union of s q 1 -
dimensional regular local domains.
The following theorem shows that in certain circumstances the flatness,
Noetherian, and computability properties associated with ideals I and I1 2
of RU as described in Theorem 3.2 transfer to the intersection I l I . We1 2
Ž .use Theorem 4.4 in Section 5 to show in 5.2 that the property of
regularity of the generic formal fibers also transfers in certain cases to the
domain associated with I l I .1 2
Ž . Ž .4.4 THEOREM. Assume the setting of 2.1 for two ideals I and I of1 2
U U Ž .R , i.e., each associated prime of R rI intersects R in 0 , for i s 1, 2.i
Ž U . Ž U .Suppose R rI and R rI are flat R-modules and that the ideal I q I1 x 2 x 1 2
U Ž U .of R contains some power of x. For i s 1, 2, let A [ K l R rI andi i
Ž U Ž ..A [ K l R r I l I . Then1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž U Ž ..1 I l I satisfies the conditions on I of 2.1 and R r I l I is1 2 1 2 x
U U Ž . Ž .flat o¤er R. A s R r I l I is the x -adic completion of A, similarly,1 2
U U Ž .A s R rI is the x -adic completion of A , for i s 1, 2.i i i
Ž . U Ž U . Ž U . Ž U . Ž U .2 A ( A [ A . If W g Spec A and x f W, then Ax 1 x 2 x W
is a localization of either AU or AU.1 2
Ž . Ž .3 A : A l A , and if w g Spec A with x f w, then A l1 2 1 x
Ž . Ž . Ž .A : A , so in particular A s A l A .2 x w x 1 x 2 x
Ž . Ž U Ž .. Ž U . Ž U .Proof. For 1 , since Ass R r I l I : Ass R rI j Ass R rI ,1 2 1 2
Ž .the condition on assassinators of 2.1 holds for the ideal I l I . The1 2
U Ž U . Ž U .natural R-algebra homomorphism p : R “ R rI [ R rI has ker-1 2
Ž .nel I l I . Further, the localization of p at x is onto because I q I1 2 1 2 x
U Ž U Ž .. Ž U . Ž U .s R . Thus R r I l I ( R rI [ R rI is flat over R. There-x 1 2 x 1 x 2 x
U U Ž . Ž .fore A is Noetherian and A s R r I l I is the x -adic completion1 2
of A.
Ž . Ž U . Ž .For 2 , if W g Spec A and x f W, then p W is a prime ideal ofx
Ž U . Ž U . Ž . Ž U .R rI [ R rI , so has the form either W [ R rI or1 x 2 x 1 x 2 x
Ž U . Ž . Ž U . UR rI [ W , where W g Spec R rI . It follows that A is a local-1 x 2 x i i W
ization of either AU or AU.1 2
U U Ž .Since R rI is a homomorphic image of R r I l I , it follows thati 1 2
U U Ž .A : A for i s 1, 2. Let w g Spec A with x f w. Since A s R r I l Ii 1 2
U Ž U . Uis faithfully flat over A, there exists w g Spec A with w l A s w.
U U Ž U . Ž U . UU U UThen x f w implies A is either A or A , where w gw 1 w 2 w i1 2
Ž U . U Ž U . UU USpec A . By symmetry, we may assume A s A . Let w s w l A .i w 1 w 1 1 11U Ž . Ž U .U USince A ¤ A and A ¤ A are faithfully flat, we havew w 1 w 1 w1 1
A s AU U l K s AU U l K s A = A .Ž . Ž . Ž .w ww w 1 1 1 x1 1
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows that A l A : A . Thus we have A l A :1 x 2 x w 1 x 2 x
 4 Ž .l A : w g Spec A and x f w s A . Since A : A , for i s 1, 2, itw x x i x
Ž . Ž .follows that A s A l A .x 1 x 2 x
Example 4.5 gives a 2-dimensional local Noetherian domain B bira-
tionally dominating a 3-dimensional regular local domain such that B is
catenary but not universally catenary. Indeed, the completion of B has two
minimal primes one of dimension one and one of dimension two. In
particular, B is not a homomorphic image of a regular local domain.
Ž . 44.5 EXAMPLE. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let x, y, z
w xbe indetermines over k. Let R s k x, y, z , let K denote the fractionŽ x, y, z .
ww xxfield of R, and let t , t , t g xk x be algebraically independent over1 2 3
Ž . U Ž .k x, y, z . Let R denote the x -adic completion of R. We take the ideal
Ž . UI to be the intersection of the two prime ideals Q s z y t , y y t R1 2
Ž . Uwhich has height 2 and P s z y t R which has height 1. Then3
U U Ž . Ž U . Ž U .R rP, R rQ are examples considered in 4.3 . Thus R rP , R rQx x
U w x ww xx ww xxare both flat over R. Here R rP ( k y x ; therefore V [ k x lŽ y.
Ž . Ž U . w xk x, t is a DVR, and A [ R rP l K ( V y is a two-dimen-3 1 Ž x, y .
sional regular local domain that is a directed union of three-dimensional
Ž U .RLRs, while A [ R rQ l K is a DVR.2
ww xx ŽSince t , t g xk x are algebraically independent, the ideal z y t , z1 3 1
. U Ž . Uy t R has radical x, z R . Hence P q Q is primary for the maximal3
Ž . Uideal x, y, z R , so, in particular, P is not contained in Q. Therefore the
Ž U .  4representation I s P l Q is irredundant and Ass R rI s P, Q . Since
Ž . U Ž U .P l R s Q l R s 0 , R injects into R rI. Let A s K l R rI .
Ž . Ž U .By 4.4.1 , R ¤ R rI is flat. Therefore by Theorem 3.2, A is Noethe-x
w xrian and is a localization of a subring of R 1rx .
5. REGULAR MORPHISMS AND GEOMETRICALLY
REGULAR FORMAL FIBERS
Ž .We show in 5.3 that the ring A s B of Example 4.5 has geometrically
regular formal fibers. Another example of a local Noetherian domain that
is not universally catenary but has geometrically regular formal fibers is
w Ž . x w Ž .xgiven in Gr, 18.7.7 , p. 155 using a gluing construction; also see G, 1.1 .
4 The characteristic zero assumption implies that A and A as constructed below are1 2
Ž .excellent, cf. 4.1.4 .
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Ž . Ž .5.1 PROPOSITION. Assume the notation and setting of 2.1 . Also as-
Ž U .sume for each P g Spec R rI with x f P that the morphism c : R “P P l R
Ž U .R rI is regular. ThenP
Ž . U U1 B is Noetherian and the morphism B “ B s R rI is regular.
Ž .2 If R is semilocal with geometrically regular formal fibers and x is in
the Jacobson radical of R, then B has geometrically regular formal fibers.
Proof. Since flatness is a local property, the morphism c : R “x
Ž U . Ž . Ž .R rI is flat. By Theorem 3.2 and 2.4.4 , B is Noetherian with x -adicx
completion BU s RUrI. Hence B “ BU is flat.
Ž . Ž .Let Q g Spec B , let k Q denote the fraction field of BrQ, and let
Q s Q l R.0
Case 1. x g Q. Then RrQ s BrQ s BUrQBU and the ring BU Ur0 Q B
U U Ž .UQB s B m k Q s B rQB is trivially geometrically regular overQ B B Q Q
Ž .k Q .
Ž .Case 2. x f Q. Let k W : L be a finite algebraic field extension. We
U Ž U . Xshow the ring B m L is regular. Let W g Spec B m L and let W sB B
Ž U Ž .. XW l B m k Q . The prime W corresponds to a prime ideal P gB
Ž U .Spec B with P l B s Q. By assumption the morphism
R “ RUrI s BUŽ . PQ P0
Ž .is regular. Since x f Q it follows that R s U s B and that k QQ Q lU Q 00
Ž . U Ž U .s k Q . Thus the ring B m L is regular. Therefore B m L whichP B B WQ
is a localization of this ring is regular.
Ž . UFor part 2 , since R has geometrically regular formal fibers, so has R$
U U UÃw x Ž .by R3 . Hence the morphism u : B s R rI “ B s R rI is regular. By
w Ž .x Ž .M1, Theorem 32.1 i and part 1 above, it follows that B has geometri-
Ãcally regular formed fibers, that is, the morphism B “ B is regular.
Ž . Ž .5.2 PROPOSITION. Assume the setting of 2.1 for two ideals I and I of1 2
U U Ž .R , i.e., each associated prime of R rI intersects R in 0 , for i s 1, 2. Alsoi
assume
Ž .1 R is semilocal with geometrically regular formal fibers and x is in the
Jacobson radical of R.
Ž . Ž U . Ž U .2 R rI and R rI are flat R-modules and the ideal I q I of1 x 2 x 1 2
RU contains some power of x.
Ž . Ž U .3 For i s 1, 2, A [ K l R rI has geometrically regular formali i
fibers.
Ž U Ž ..Then A [ K l R r I l I s B has geometrically regular formal fibers.1 2
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Proof. Let I s I l I . Since R has geometrically regular formal fibers,1 2
Ž . Ž U .by 5.1.2 , it suffices to show for W g Spec R rI with x f W that
Ž U . Ž .R “ R rI is regular, where W [ W l R. As in 4.4 , we haveW W 00
Ž U . Ž U . Ž U . Ž U .R rI s R rI [ R rI . It follows that R rI is a localizationx 1 x 2 x W
U U Ž U . Ž U .of either R rI or R rI . Suppose R rI s R rI , where W g1 2 W 1 W 11
Ž U . Ž . Ž . Ž U .Spec R rI . Then R s A and A “ R rI is reg-1 W 1 W l A 1 W l A 1 W0 1 1 1 1 1
Ž U . Uular. A similar argument holds if R rI is a localization of R rI . ThusW 2
UŽ .in either case, R “ R rI is regular.W W0
Ž .5.3 COROLLARY. The ring B of Example 4.5 has geometrically regular
Ãformal fibers, that is, the morphism f : B “ B is regular.
Ž .Proof. By the definition of R and the observations given in 4.5 , the
Ž .hypotheses of 5.2 are satisfied.
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